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Today’s goals 

• TC basics 

– facts: climatology and classifications 

– forecast verification trend 

– lifecycle evolution 

– structure 

• TC track 

• TC intensity 

– landfall and dissipation 

– eyewall replacement cycle 

– air-sea interaction 

 

 

 

 

 



Tropical cyclone climatology 

Hurricanes Typhoons Cyclones 



Classifications 

Each official warning center has different classifications. 



Hurricane forecasting verification trend 

In the past two decades, 

 hurricane track forecast has been improved significantly, but 

 the intensity forecast has not been improved. 

We don’t know why (i.e., the limitation of our scientific knowledge). 



TC lifecycle evolution 
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TC formation 

SST > 26 deg. C 

Weak vertical shear 

Coriolis force 

(latitude > 5 deg.) 

Cloud cluster of tropical convections 



Formation and development 

High SST > 26 deg. C 

is necessary for TC 

development. 

It is very difficult to tell if 

a tropical cloud cluster 

develops to TD or not. 

 

Some clusters do decay. 

We just need to keep 

watching. 



TC structure 

warm core 

in the eye 

Spiral rain bands 

Divergent flow aloft 

(~200 hPa) 

Warm = light (less dense)  surface low pressure 



TC thermal structure 



TC as a Carnot engine 

Isothermal expansion (energy gain) 

diabatic cooling 

(isothermal compression) 

adiabatic compression 

(isentropic process) 



TC track 

TC is generally steered by the environmental flow. 



Trochoidal motion and TC track 

Without the presence of the 

general flow, it is know that 

the TC track presents a 

trochoidal motion. 



Landfall and dissipation 

TC rapidly dissipates after landfall 

due to the lack of energy supply 

from the warm ocean surface. 

Accurate forecast of the 

timing of landfall has a 

strong impact on 

intensity forecasting. 



Secondary eyewall formation 

A.k.a., 

Eyewall Replacement Cycle 

Double eyewall 

cf. Hua Chen’s dissertation 



Eyewall replacement and intensity change 

1. Eyewall contraction  intensification (vortex contraction) 

2. Secondary eyewall formation and double-eye structure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. The first eyewall dissipates because of the weakened energy supply. 

(the new eyewall takes the energy) 

4. The new eyewall develops and replaces with the first one (eyewall 

replacement). TC is weakened during this process. 

5. TC may reintensify due to the eyewall contraction. 



A case of Hurricane Frances (2004) 

The weakening of Hurricane Frances on August 29, 2004, 

corresponds to the eyewall replacement. 



TC cools the ocean surface by mixing 



TC and ocean interaction 

 Ocean surface is cooled, and subsurface is warmed by mixing. 

 If TC stays at the same place for an extended period, TC will be weakened due to 

cold ocean surface. 

 Some studies suggest that OHC (Ocean Heat Content) is more important in 

hurricane intensity (or maximum potential intensity). 

 TC and ocean interaction: exchange of sensible heat, latent heat, and momentum. 

 Hurricane winds cause sea spray and affect the air-sea interaction processes, 

further complicating the situation. 



MJO and TC activity 

The MJO active 

phase is clearly 

favorable to TC 

formation. 



Can we guess why? 

Question: 

Why do you think the track forecast has been improved consistently, 

although the intensity forecast has not been improved? 
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